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OUTBREAK ON YAOPHORA STATION

Responding to reports of an unidentified outbreak on Yaophora station, your CBRN platoon found everyone aboard dead. Examining the bodies, you found that whatever had afflicted the space truckers had manifested as some kind of tumor. In each case, the growth had expanded until it exploded out of the impregnated person's chest, killing them instantly. The rest of the victims had inexplicably suffered severe cranial trauma—i.e., their skulls were crushed by extreme external force. That's when something aboard started stalking your platoon, taking you out one-by-one. Eventually only you and your Lieutenant remained. When the alien pounced on him, you lost it and ran. Of the thirty-nine CBRN marines sent in, only you survived. A relief team evaced you and initiated viral containment protocols—i.e., they nuked the station out of existence.